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Abstract

“p~cer considers some of the design options for an antenna consisting of a parabolic

:::or with a terminated TEM feed. With a fast-rising (step-like) source, this gives an

~0.tiate impulse radiating antenna (IRA). Design options include cable networks for

i% the TEM feed, including dual polarization. Adjustment of the feed-termination
~fhnce at low frequencies can balance the electrie and magneti~dipole moments.
@ ~~dia neti ~.e feed a~ Cm aide in launching fas~ high-vol[age pukes in the TEM
aa-*.
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Abstiact

This paper considers some of the design options for an antenna consisting of a parabolic

reflector with a terminated TEM feed. With a fast-rising (step-like) source, this gives an

approximate impulse radiating antenna (IRA). Design options include cable networks for

driving the TEM fee~ including dual @arization. Adjustment of the feed-termination-.
impedance at low frequencies can balance the electric- and magnetic-dipole moments.

Special media near the feed apex can aide in launching fas~ high-voltage pulses in the TEM

mode.

TEM waves, impulse radiating antenna (IRA)
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I. Introduction

The basic concept of an UL4 (~mpulse Iadiating ~tenna) is as described in [15]. It

is more than a spherical TEM wave (non-dispersive) feedkg a parabolic reflector [21], as

it includes a terr@nation of the TEM transmission line so that the transient radiated

waveform does not include unwanted reflections on the antenna feed, but approximates an

impulse within the constraints of a finite size driven by a fast-rising finite energy source.

This termination also influences the low-frequen~ “radiation by giving both electric- and

magnetic-dipole moments which give a radiation pattern peaking in roughly the same

direction as the high-ffequemy reflector pattern (or precisely the same pattern peak for

symmetric reflector and feed). The resulting wavefoti has some aspects associated with the

reflector (impulse part), the feed (step part), and combinations of the two (~ x a part).

This paper explores some of the possibilities for the TEM feed, in terms of geometry,

impedances, and electrical networks for driving the feed; This involves the topology of cable~..
and signal sources, symmetry in the antenna/fee< &d special considerations near the feed

apex and termination locations.
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(- 11. Some Feed-NeWork Options

As discussed in [15] we have

offset feed for beam steering and/or

the example of a single TT3M feed, perhaps with an

reduction of feed blockage. Staying with this context

for the moment, consider some of the possibilities. As in Figure 2.1 consider some of the
. ,

simple possibilities for driving the TEM feed. One might use charge lines (or capacitors)
?– -..—

on each feed arm with a switch at- the apex (Figure 2.l,A). Thereby a high voltage, fast-.-.
,___

rising wave can be launched. Wi’th high-resistance connection” to @“wer supplies one can

avoid shorting out the terminations to, &e reflector. ~ alternate approach involves high ~—-:
quality coaxes made part of the feed conical conductors transmitting fast-rising pulses to the

feed conical apex (Figure 2.lB). In this case one might use high-quality inductive chokes

to avoid having the cable shields affect the terminations. Note that several kinds of signal

connections at the feed ,aWx &e @ssible (Figure 2.1 C), i~c;uding single ended (for single

coaxes or charge lines) and split shield or Moebius for differential systems [1,2], Switches

can be included as part of these connections as desired.

-.

Still sticking with single TEM feeds Figure 2.2 shows that symmetry can be used if

the reflector and feed -have a common symmetry plane P. In this case the fiekis are-
-.— —.=—L.

antisyrnmetric with respect_to P [16] which can now accorn&o&%e’a I@.ly conducting sheet
—.

. -. _.,.
or other approximately planar assemblage of conductors (e.g. coaxi~ cables). Furthermore

..+ —
one can use, this symmetry plane to motuit hti of the refl~&or/feed system on a ground

. ..
plane for various experimental purposes. -As indicated in Figure 2.3 one can now use the

symmetry plane to accommodate charge lines and cmxial cables instead of running them

along the conical feed arms as in Figure 2.1, ‘&ereby avoiding the problem of running cables

in parallel with the feed-termination impedances. Figure 2.3A shows cables on the,.—..=
symmetry plane coming from below the reflector. In Figure 2.3B the cables come from the

center of the reflector allowing one to construct movable cable bends (if desired) which can~+%.----- -------
be combined with pivo~ “at-~e TEM feed terminations to ~-&it movement of tie feed to

scan the reflector beam (in a direction along P). Figure 2.3C she% that a single coaxial_.-_.,,.f .: ..- .>
cable can be used (in both previous examples) by use of a single-ended-to-differential balun.
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A. Cables below reflector
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8. Cables through reflector
–..

C. Single cable with balun

Figure 2.3. Signal Cables on Symmetry Plane
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0/-- III. Dual-Polarization Geometries --
(

So far OW”examples have been for a single TEM feed. ‘“C-onsider now the case that

we have two such feeds which can launch independent TEM waves toward the reflector,

For simplicity let the reflector/feed system have Cd. symmetry [20], a 4-fold rotation axis

with axial symmetry planes labeled as PI through Pd in Fi&e 3.1. One can also label

the feed arms 1 through 4 according to the voltages VI through Vq , as indicated.

Considering feed ar&s 1 and 2 centered on PI one—canset- V2 = ~~%; --Z-*v~ = V4”= o
-, .,.. .----.:.

to launch a horizontal (parallel to PI) electric field. Similarly’ driving between arms 2 and

4 launches a vertical (par~el to PJ elec~ic field.
?

As indicated in Figure 3.1A the feed arms (conical plates) are oriented so that they
,.

approximately match the reflector edge. When the wave reflects from the parabolic,
reflector it interacts wi~ the feed structure (feed blockage ““h-d’scattering). In the high-

:.
frequency (s + ~) or early-time limit one can estimate the blockage of the main beam from

optical considerations, basically removing the rays that are intercepted by the feed structure.
. . . . .. —

& indicated in Figure 3.lB one-”‘c=” ro~ate the feed arms so that they are parallel to

@ (coincide with) PI and P~ .\ From an optical point of view this mostly eliminates the feed
i_-

blockage, but as frequen~-is decre~”ed so that wavelengtfi’”tie _of the order of the width --.
of the plates (or larger), the reorientation of the plates is less signific~t. One could also

use circular-conical conductors if preferred for some reason.

The side views show a typical reflector geometry adapted to the TEM feed. The

conical-transmission-line apex is at the reflector.focus, a distance F from the reflector center.
. “1-.

With the reflector diameter D, we have” a typical F/D of around 0.4 for typical antenna
—--- . . _—-— —-—_ .._ —

designs. Whether this ratio is optimal for our purposes is a matter for further investigation.

-- The width (or better angular width) of the conical plates is another variable of concern. Let

ZI be the characteristic impedance of each feed for PI or P~ polarization with face-on

plates as in Figure 3.1A. As calculated in [6,7] we have 21 as a function of the plate width

2% plate separation 2b and length of line 4, For say b/a -7 we have 21 = 400Q For

smaller b/a of order 1 this impedance can be lowered to say 200~ but this gives very

wide plates and lots of reflector blockage. So let us assume for present convenience a ZI

Q_ of 400~ Note that if the plates are rotated to edge-on configuration as in Figure 3.lB the

impedance will be roughly the same. One can make an. accurate~,calculation using the.—..-—, .‘.- . . . . . . .=. $ :. 2.. . . .-.

7
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combination of stereographic projection and conformal transformation as in [4] where now

the conformal transformation is for coplanar strips. Furthebore; ‘tiis case has the plates
.__. .+__. .. .-. -.

on P~ not affecting the calculation of the impedance for PI plates, being orthogonal’ to

the electric field.
._

With the Cd, antenna symmetry in Figure 3,1 (with either orientation of feed plates,

or even o&er shapes such as circular cones) consider &iving the field p:ti-~el to: PI .“ This
,%,- ,..,.,:1. . .

case has
>.

V2=V4=0, Z2=14=0

(3.2)

(3.1)

●
where current convention is taken as positive into the feed arms. By symmetry if we drive

the field parallel to P~ we obtain the same impedance, say 400fl in each case. Since the

symmetry (orthogonality) of the two configurations allow us to drive both ways

independently (without mutual interaction) mnsider the case in which we drive both equally

(electrically in parallel) as

V1=V2=-V3=-V4=V

The radiated fields contribute equally (at right angles) on the symmetry axis giving a field

@ Furthermore the impedance is cut in half, to say 200il . “polarized parallel to P2 .

9
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Thus connecting w 1 to 2 and 3 to 4 gives P2 Polakation. Similarly connecting,.,. . .. . ... . .;=x!.~..-....,, . .,, . . . .
arms 2 to3,~d 1 xo 4 gives the orthogonal polarization, i.e. partiel to P4. However, one. ..-,., -. .. . —.%- ..-,,-- ~.~-s-,
can completely analyze or measure the antenna performance by considering P 1 or P~

polarization (both being the” same by a T/2 rotation). One can then replace one of the,1. , . ... .. . .. . . . .

symmetry planes, say PI , by a conducting plane and drive arm 2 to completely experi-

mentally characterize the antenna.
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(’-’- ‘“ Some More Elaborate Feed-Options Involving Cable Topology
I

Section II shows some wa~ to configure signal cables and charge lines (or capacitors)

to drive a single TEM feed, either along the feed arms with due regard to not interfering

with the feed terminatio~, or (perhaps with additional conductors) along a symmetry plane

between the feed arms:,~n Section lll-~e–&”e-of two TEM feeds was i.n~oduced. Each feed
. . .;,: .+- ..

can be driven by the same techniques noting that cables on the original symmetry plane are
v ~, -.<..T —.,. #,.>~--.-~#

rmw restricted to the symmetry axis’(so as to i;te’rfere w%’’neiker feed), Such techniques
-. .—,. ;.

can be applied to cases involving PI and P~ polarization, or Pz ~d P; polarization.
;

In the latter case one can use a rptatirig .w&ch at the mutual conical apex or special

Gansforrners (with due co-miderati~n to band~dth) to achieve both polarizations.._

An increased flexibility is obt&ed “byusing both feed arms and symmetry axis for

routing cables. Figure 4.1 shows two examples of cable network using this added flexibility,

Figure 4.1A diagrams a case where the_feed characteristic impedance is assumed to be

400Q appropriate to PI and P~ polarization in Figure 3.1. In this case, say for PI

9

@rization, 200~ coaxial cables are made parts of arms 1 and 3 with two such cables

along the symmetry axis. With 200il for each half of the reflector, a differential pair of

such cables join in a split-shield gap near the feed apex. Behind the reflector + cables and

- cables are separately joined (with identical transit times to feed apex) in parallel into
}‘:%!’

separate 50~ cables. The + and --50-h””c~b~~”form a l~n differential drive. A similar.-. --— —.-.-..-—--->___._..e- .
100~ differential systern”-cfi- drive (or receive) for P~ polar@ation. “Note @e chokes on

--
the cables passing over terrninatio~:,, ! ‘ ..,.:.. .

%-.r--.. t ./--
Figure 4.lB @agrams a case were the feed impedanee is taken as 200~ , appro-

priate to Pz “and ‘Pq p&ri.zation as discussed in Section 111. In this case let looil cables
.—

‘- be parts of, say, arm 2 and the conductor bundle on the symmetry axis. With 100~ for
—,—-

each half of the reflector, there are tw~ single ended gaps near the feed apex. Behind the..=.L-
reflector the two cables (same polarity, say + ) are joined (with identical transit times to

feed apex) in parallel into a single 50~ cable, a single-ended system. By connecting arms.. ‘=;;(%-: - ,....-, ;,,-.. ., ,”” “
in pairs near the feed apex (as discu&ed in Section III) one can produce Pz and Pd

polarization (separately). One can also place Wother such cable network (say on arm 1 and

Q
the symmetry axis) and use s~cial transformers near the: feed axis to operate both.,, .,:;: -:,..
polarizations simultaneously. “‘: “-

11
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These examples show some of the possibilities for such cable-feed networks. More
?. :., r ;. =--......,.- .—A:. . . . . . . .. .. -’?

elaborate cable tofilogies are also possible Ming” some of the concepts for loop sensors
,;+.,..

[2,3,18,19]. “ ‘.’ “:-;- =‘“’‘; ‘“- ‘“”““’-=7“==-;”; ‘“-;-:;: ‘“;’ ‘ ‘q<: ‘- --i..-:.. . . . . .-

i-—: . . .

,. —

..+..,: .,:2. ~—.:
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v. ~ x fi Antenna at Low Frequencies

As d~cussed in [15] an IRA has its low frequency behavior dominated by electric-

and magnetic-dipole moments which re-enforce in the main reflector-beam direction. For

the

the

symmetrical feed geometries in Section III, this is exactly the case with ~ x fi along

symmetry axis. If we can balance these as

,

. .

$xim=i2 (5.1)

,

then the dipole terms (r-l, r-2, r-3) give electric and magnetic fiekls related as 20 (377K2)

in the fonvard direction, with only an r‘3 term in the back direction [5,8]. There are ways

to design an antenna with this special balanced property [8,14]. Perhaps this can be accom-
,

plished in the present case as well.

As discussed in [8,14] one can produce this special low-frequency proper~ by driving

a terminated TEM transmission line. However, the approach involves small plate-spacing-

to-iength ratios for the simple per-unit-length considerations to

discussed here we have a TEM-transmission-line fee~ but

“spacing” may be greater than the length. Furthermore the

apply. For the IRA concept

as in Figure 3.1 the plate

reflector, while closing the

current loop, is at zero potential relative to the feed arms, giving an undesired low-frequency

charge on the reflector.

However, one can adjust the ratio of the charge (for ~) to the current (for rR) by

~ adjusting ~r at low frequencies. For frequencies Corresponding to wavelengths Of the order

of the feed length, ~t should approximate the resistive 21 (Section Iii). For frequencies

such that the feed length is electrically short ~t can be made resistive, but greater

than 21. The particular value to be used depends on that required to achieve the balance

in (5.1). When this balance is achieved then the low-frequency radiation has a null behind

the reflector (on the symmetry axis), and this null can be used as an experimental way to

determine the required termination resistance.

1 . .

t
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w, Chrisickmitims ior kiign tiwtiw k<iekls F&r x’~a [+ex

As one goes to hi’gher and higher voltage pulses launched onto the TEM feed one

eventually encounters electrical breakdown near the feed apex As one goes to faster and

faster risetimes one needs to establish the TEM mode field distribution over the cross

section of the feed at positions close enough to the apex that such a risetime for the fields

can be effectively constructed over the entire cross section. While the conical feed can be

thaught of as a transmission line, it is more than that. It is a waveguide which can support ‘

higher order modes besides the TEM mode. For present purpses we would like to have s.

only the non-dispersive TEM mode with a fast risetime, and suppress the unwanted higher—
order modes. —

Using concepts similar to those for-EMP simulators one starts with the desired TEM
....

mode at some radial distance from the, apex where the fields are small enough (say in 1
‘..

atmosphere air). Then work backwards toward the apex until one arrives at a position

where the electric field is large enough that something needs to be done, while not

s significantly distorting the TEM mode. Then keep going until something else needs to be
-. done, etc.

Figure 6.1, shows some of the things that can be done. Going back toward the apex

one might fiist construct a gas enclosure holding 1 atmosphere (absolute pressure) of a high-

dielectric-strength gas such as SF~ . With no si~lcant pressure differential (gauge

pressure) the enclosure can be made of a thin dielecti,c which will not significantly perturb. .. -.

the wave. Note that the conical conductors pass through the enclosure wall (with a gas

seal). This front wall, through which the most si~lcant part of the TEM mode passes,

requires the greatest attention to minimize interference yith the TEM mode. Having passed

5 through the dielectric membrane on the way toward the .ape~ the co@c@ conductors are.

extended toward smaller cross section until the elec~c .$ield is l~ge enough that something

else needs to be done. As indicated in Figure 6.1 this could be another gas .enclosyre, this.. . .. .—

time pressurized to further incre~e the breakdown strength. Now the enclosure needs to.,. ..—~.

be structurally stronger (but fortunately at a smaller size)y giving thicker dielectric walls for,.. —.–— —

careful treatment on the front wall where the conical conductors again penetrate.



-.

Figure 6.1. Design for High Voltages Neai Feed A&x
. ..

Going into the pressurized gas the conical conductors ~o even closer together until

the electric field approaches breakdown. Now one may intioduce a transient lens [22]. This

3 lens needs a high dielectric strength (such as transformer d, solid dielectrics, etc.) in

combination with the basic electromagnetic properties of the lens. The function of the lens

is to transition from the conical TEM wave back to yet sindler dmensions (and even higher

electric fields) where the wave is originated by say a switch (or spark gap) or array of such

switches. The lens may be rather complex in shape and constituent since its purpose is to

move the wave around in space in such a way that it matches to the desired TEM mode at

the front face of the lens without dispersion, reflections, etc.

t.
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The switch can also be constructed as an array of switches using the distributed-switch
.=

c,= .=. . ..... . ... .= .. .
k. concept [9]. Here the desired tangential electric fields are synthesized on a surface in time,,>.-, . .._. ,J ....= -. ------- -. =.....] .. .... .. .,-..

vector orientation, and vector magnitude. ‘ This ‘is an approximate reaJzat~on in, t-hht the._-L_v,,’r . . . ..... . ..—.=. .—:.:.:.—-.,.... ___.. . .=. ..-=—-. . . . ----
surface is broken into smaller patches, each patch having a source (switch) which’ is. ...-4-., .- ..,. ..7 ...—.- .. ;.=ffi’---..<. T. ....+... ..-. .,...; .. ...-:. -:.+-
appropriately connected to adjacent patches and triggered at the correct time. There are .

,- .-. ;3. .: ~__.LL:~. ---- ., ,, _ .,. <,.:$,.. ... ... –~..’,l..,l
various ways to improve the performance for each patch by special wave launchers

r, . . . . :’ .,---- ,?,:/, &;*. ,! ;- :, . ..- .3 ~..~,.. ._,c+.-<~. := . . . _
. . . . . .

ULi . . . . . . c~-’...:.. .

combined with each switch [10,11 ,12,13,1 7]. One” mig”ht even incorporate a transient lens ‘,~—.
in each patch wave launcher. Note now that switch jitter is important in that it limits the— .=------ J- . . . .

.-

wave synthesis in a time sense. . .: .:... i..— -. .s...71.<. J ;~....t.z=.=:-’ .“;.“’.-.
One might not use all- the techniques .in Figure 6.1 for a particular design: ~is “,.. . .. .. . . . . . ... .. .. . .. .. .1..,....-,.. .=,.. ~.... .--..a --a_.~..-.J..,.J ----

involves the EM performance quality attainable in the v~ious components and the risetirne.-.. . ... . ...--, --<%!~=~‘..,-.,&... . . .“ ..--:.: -%‘i.-’CL:‘: :->~*’-=QJ:’.4=I..C–..* : .M..,1*@k ,-
and voltages desired. ,: ; .--=.“G,,..:-?----.. :.

‘7Al
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VII. Concluditig Remqrks ‘“ “ “d’““’;”-
. .-,. . . . “.-=,”.

‘7-,”
& wE” ~&’L&&k:Se& &&%’ && “m&y &s~& feat~es’ for’ an IRA. These concern “ ~

.—-;:-. ,f ... . .------- .,. - ..”.!-.? .
shapes of the TEM feed arms. Cable networks and ‘&itch cotii@rations corn’e ii several ~

...
-.

., ..,=...,. ...,,, ,=
varieties for feeding the ante’~’i’ me-iced tetin~tio~ “Cti”-tie”~-ed tb fi’p~~ve the “low-

?“ . .
frequency performance ‘in a ~x rii dtiectional sense.” The feed can be made “tosuppor~ ftit’

,.

..
risetirnes with high volt~ges Ming s@c&l insulation techniques ~ich are consistent with ~he ‘

-,.”. ,., .’ .. . ,$
~eshed ~M mode.- . .’E , -: ,, .,,. ,.,.: .:”,.,., . . ,“ _>

There are still some” desf~ v&iatiork ~o ~e’considered. One c& vary the feed ~. . -

geometry along the feed to compromise between the ideal TEM modal stricture m’d the ~

arms near the reflector.

t
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